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Abstract 
This paper deals with the development of an electronic database of new words in Greek, which consti- 
tutes a part ofthe research project "Pythagoras". Our aim is (a) to create an electronic inventory ofall 
the new Greek words that are used in non scientific Greek language magazines, (b) to offer precise in- 
formation about the semantic frame, the morphological features and the special register of all the lexi- 
cal units which will be included in the database, (c) to make useful correlations between those units, as 
far as their form and meaning are concerned, and (d) to elaborate a lexicographic product that will en- 
able us to use it for future linguistic descriptions and/or analyses of the Greek language. In the present 
paper our corpora and scientific methods will be presented, as well as a small sample of the lexical 
units which are going to be included in our database. 

1 Description of the lexicographic product 

The lexicographic product that we are going to present constitutes an electronic means of 
recording, sorting and classifying the lexical units of Modern Greek language which are not 
currently included in any general dictionary of Greek language, special terminology vocabu- 
lary or electronic database of Greek terms. More specifically, the main topic of this paper is 
the creation of an electronic database of new Greek words, which have been found and se- 
lected during the last eight years (1998-2006) under the supervision of the professor of the 
Aristotle University ofThessaloniki Ms. AnnaAnastassiadis-Syméonidis. 

2 Development of the scientific application 
2.1 Framework 

This scientific application constitutes a part ofanational research project called Pythago- 
ras, which is sponsored by the Greek Ministry of National Education and Religious Affairs. 
The duration of the project is set for twenty-one months, starting in April 2005 and finishing 
in December 2006. The first part of the project, in which we are at the moment, consists of: 
(a) the selection of literature, references and methodological tools that are going to be used 
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for the elaboration of the electronic database, and (b) the laying down of the list of head- 
words that are going to be included in the final lexicographic product. During the second 
phase of our work, we plan to proceed to the technical development of our application: the 
input of the new Greek words and the linguistic information that accompany them, as well as 
the presentation of a part of the electronic database on a special web page. 

2.2 Description ofour corpus 

Our corpus includes approximately 10 000 lexical units, which all belong to the Archive 
of Neologisms, created and run by Ms Anna Anastassiàdis-Syméonidis. This Archive has 
been enriched with new lexical items every year since 1979. It includes new words of the 
general vocabulary and does not include literary, scientific or technical terms, since the aim 
of its creation has been to record new words that are used in everyday life by the average 
Greek speaker; see Anastassiadis-Syméonidis et al. (1997: 362). Only a part of this Archive 
is going to be used for the elaboration of an up-to-date electronic database of new words in 
Greek. The units which are going to form the list of headwords are going to be selected by 
three criteria: 

(a) The apparition of lexical units in written texts published during the last eight years 
(1998-2006). We have chosen to include the new words of the last eight years, since 1998 
was the year when the two main general dictionaries of Modern Greek language were pub- 
lished.1 These dictionaries are extensively used by the majority of Greek population and have 
not been considerably renewed since their first edition. Some largely used lexical items 
which first appeared in texts published before 1998 and are not registered in the two dictio- 
naries mentioned above (e.g. anóiXep)1 can also be included in our final inventory, since 
they need to be explained and codified for the average users of the Greek language. 

(b) The list of headwords in the two main general dictionaries of Modern Greek lan- 
guage. As mentioned above, our final list will not include words that are found in those two 
dictionaries. Some of the lexical units which will be included in our database are registered 
in the Reverse Dictionary of Modern Greek Language by Anna Anastassiadis-Syméonidis 
(2002) (see References), which consists of 180 000 words and constitutes the largest and 
most updated dictionary of Modern Greek language at the moment. Nevertheless, we have 
chosen to record those units as well, since the Reverse Dictionary of Modern Greek Lan- 
guage does not offer any kind of semantic or etymological information that could help the 
average users of Modern Greek. 

(c) The high frequency of the lexical units found in published texts which address the av- 
erage Modern Greek speaker. Our aim is to give priority to the units that are mostlargely 
used by the native Greek speakers, since our inventory will contain a finite number of lexical 
items (see also below). For instance, if our Archive of Neologisms includes 4 000 units that 

1 These two dictionaries are: The Dictionary ofStandard Modern Greek Language (AeĘiKÓ ••• KoivAç Néaç EXXn- 
viKTJç) ofthe Institution Manolis Triantaphyllidis and the Dictionary ofModern Greek Language (Aei,iKO ••• Koiv- 
r)ç Néaç EXXnviKr\c ••••••) by G. Babiniotis. 
2 Its meaning is spoiler (= a kind of wind that is mounted on the rear of the car). 
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have appeared during the last eight years and have not been registered in any other lexico- 
graphic source, our final selection will be based upon the number of times that every unit ap- 
peared in the sources, so that the units that are left out will be the less popular ones. There- 
fore, lexical items which have only appeared once in the sources will most likely be excluded 
from our final list of headwords. 

The number of lexical units that will finally be selected for our list of headwords is 3 000. 
The lexical items included will belong to all parts of speech (apparently there will not be any 
grammatical words, since they belong to the part of vocabulary that is not prone to renewal). 
We will also include items which consist of more than one words (e.g. o6ovr] oniodiov 
•••••••• as well as items which are written in Latin characters, since they appear in Greek 
texts in a large scale. In cases where the lexical items appear in more than one forms (e.g. 
KÓCovaA, and casual), all the forms of the lexical units will be recorded. 

Regarding the fields where the new words belong, here are the main ones; also see Anas- 
tassiadis-Syméonidis et al. (1997: 363): 

• fashion 
• aesthetics, face and body care, daily hygiene 
• computers and technical devices accessible to the average speaker 
• cars and motorcycles 
• popularized science (psychology, ecology, environmental issues, economy) 
• recreation, amusement 
• interpersonal relations, social life, lifestyle 
• sports 
• media 
The sources of our corpus are articles from Greek magazines whose readers are mainly 

average speakers. The texts of our corpus do not address people with specialized interests.4 

2.3 Linguistic information included in the electronic database 

The linguistic information included in the electronic database after the headword is the 
following: 

• the word class that the lexical unit belongs to, i.e. its part of speech (in case we have an 
item consisting of more than one words, its grammatical category will be defined by the 
word that constitutes the head of the lexical item, e.g. the item odovr\ omo6iov ••••••••, 
which consists of two nouns and an adjective, will be classified as a noun) 

• phonetic transcription of the lexical unit, with the use of the International Phonetic Al- 
phabet 

• the field (domain) to which the item belongs (e.g. fashion, sports) 

3 Its meaning is back lighting screen. 
4 The texts which constitute our sources are published mainly in the following editions: Cosmopolitan, E (Epsiloh), 
Elle, KXiK, Madame Figaro, Marie Claire, PCMagazine, Vita. 
5 Back lighting screen. 
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• the kind oftext in which the lexical unit appears (e.g. article, advertisement, caption etc.) 
• the meaning of the lexical unit 

• the process of the morphological construction of the lexical unit (derivation, compound- 
ing, conversion) or the process of its borrowing from a language-source (direct loanword, 
calque etc.) 

• the context in which the item is found in the texts 

• a reference to lexical units that are related to the item, as far as their form or meaning 
are concerned. This kind of information largely depends upon the context of the item (e.g. 
KÅ.IK "click", a term used in the computers jargon, and KXiK "switching on", a term used to 
describe interpersonal relations) 

• the source of the new word, i.e. the title of the magazine, the number of the issue and 
the page where the new word was found 

• an indicator of high frequency for the 500 most used new words which appear in our 
sources and are included in our electronic database (a number rating approximately at 15% 
of our list of new words). 

2.4 Sample 

The following table shows an example of how the new words are going to be treated in 
the electronic database. 

pwliTiKftc-iH E *^ůy 

••••••• 

¿MgKŽStCT| *aMusari>tmt" 

ApOpi>"artkte" 
IpH^mia» "m*anmg"; •• ••••• \vz m pvu>m, ••••• •• ••^••••••«.••• ejj>w »ç 0¿fi« w>; 
•• ••••••••• •• tro> wflpdmsv m>v ••••••••••• os •••• 
*Utói im • d» wîfli reality stevíf 

••••••••• •••••••••#•| •••••• •• spt#.0e ••• ••••••¥<|, •• tqv &•••• •••••••••; - 
•••• etl| i>ev8ffl (••?-«1! •• rtati(y, 

'<Jfie>wopd *amMjvciea wrił v*ljjel> was creatral •• <leriva6itm> wìih the sppficrfwn of l!ws ••• *•• '*> 
ihc enghsb ten basc form milift," 

,,, Öpfiå &nwpcy%>yi< •• •••• ••• «•••&•• •••^, rr ffa ••••• •••• tt• ••••••••; AudiKiavç; 
*;J/'i goad thai the teaching qfAnctent Greek is bacàin the sckoeti mrrieu!a, fiffl if/wř abotti nxttíty 
jrftoi« díälíetJtT" 

E,tte%oc "'fmter"'?09, !4•••••>•• ^l4NMember2004",eeL >g#B"ifl 

Table 1. Sample of the electronic database 
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2.5 Future Perspective 

To sum up, we would like to refer to the future perspectives and the advantages of our 
linguistic application: 

1. quick and easy enrichment with new lexical units, since an electronically organised 
database already exists and is ready for further elaboration 

2. development of the metalexicographic research, since the current linguistic application 
can serve as an example for the creation of other tools of linguistic description and study. It is 
also possible that with the help of statistical analysis the electronic database of new words 
can be used for the updating of the existing general dictionaries of Modern Greek language 
(the high frequency indicator could play an important role at this point) 

3. contribution to the linguistic analysis ofGreek language: with the help ofthe words in- 
cluded in the electronic database, a number of useful remarks can be made, concerning the 
productive patterns of Modern Greek language, the productivity of the linguistic items (pre- 
fixes, suffixes), the conditions of vocabulary renewal etc. 

4. contribution to the teaching of Greek language as a foreign language, since the elec- 
tronic database includes linguistic information that cannot be found in other books, dictionar- 
ies or databanks and is highly accessible to every user. 
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